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It is now over a month since the Brexit referendum vote and perhaps time to take stock of the

impact on human rights of the referendum result and the potential consequences for rights of any

eventual agreement to leave the European Union. As CAJ articulated in our published opinion of

24th June potential threats to human rights were visible during the referendum campaign:

Those voices leading the Leave campaign majored not on democratic or socio-economic deficits in 
the EU project but rather on nationalist sentiment, xenophobia and thinly veiled racism. This result 
will embolden them and place them in the ascendency.

A consequence of the vote has been the normalisation of anti-immigrant discourse, a huge boost for racist
groups and an increase in racist attacks, in Northern Ireland and elsewhere.

For a human rights organisation, this is perhaps the most dangerous outcome. Racism is a fundamental
enemy of human rights. Human rights are universal, applying to everyone by virtue of their simple humanity
– racism is the complete negation of that philosophy. Furthermore, it is insidious – once allowed into the
political conversation it becomes the ready and available put-down of any attempt to express human
solidarity. 

The task now is to work out the specific threats to human rights protections, to focus on countering these
threats and ensuring that human rights are fully taken into account during debates on the negotiations for
leaving the European Union and any related changes to domestic legislation.

CAJ has already started this work. We have circulated two discussion documents to civil society
organisations in Northern Ireland and held a Chatham House Rule roundtable to address the substantive
issues. We are working with the Ulster University’s Transitional Justice Institute to organise an open
seminar on 27th September. We have identified five main areas of further advocacy, research, litigation and
engagement. 

The first issue is racism itself – specifically the rise and legitimisation of anti-migrant racism, which of
course can spill over into general hostility towards people of minority ethnic origin, including UK citizens.
There is anecdotal and statistical evidence of more hate crimes against migrants or people who are
deemed to be “foreign” in Britain since the referendum. Given the intersectionality between our home-
grown racism, sectarianism, with anti-migrant racism, we were not surprised to see media reports of an

Reflections on Brexit and the
increased threat to human rights protection

increase in sectarian incidents and hate crime here
in the days following the result. In any event,
combating all forms of racism has to be a priority.

The second area of concern is a retreat from the EU
protections of workers’ rights, data protection,
environmental and anti-discrimination legislation. At
present, the UK continues to be bound by its
obligations under EU law and an eventual
agreement to leave the European Union would not
lead to an automatic repeal of UK legislation giving
effect to EU law.

Contd on page 2...
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continued from page one

However, exiting the EU would remove a backstop for rights protection, making it easier for current or future
governments to erode protections for workers’ rights and equality. No doubt this will be done in the name of
“increasing competitiveness” but the reality will mean an increase in the precariousness of employment and
a big diminution in rights at work. Gender and environmental rights may be particularly under threat.

Thirdly, the withdrawal of EU peace and structural funds and the likely increase in austerity policies will
affect many people. The economic picture in general is confused but it does not look good for a number of
sectors, including agriculture which is a significant contributor to GDP and jobs in Northern Ireland. The
expected ending of peace and structural funds will decimate the voluntary and community sector. Together,
these economic pressures will pose a real threat to the social and economic rights of the most
disadvantaged.

Fourth is the threat of a “hard” border on the island of Ireland. While whether and where customs duties are
imposed is not, in itself, a human rights issue, there may well be secondary impacts on people’s social,
economic and cultural rights, especially in Border areas. Restrictions on the free movement of people on
the island of Ireland could also well engage human rights issues. The Belfast Good Friday Agreement
envisaged that there would be equivalence of rights protection across the whole island. While the Charter
of Rights was never implemented, the principle of free movement between North and South is a basic
ingredient of reconciliation and rights protection and hence the peace process. One danger is that the
Border could be turned into the location of racial profiling of those passing through it if it is to be the
enforcement mechanism of new restrictions on immigration. Another danger is that the equivalent value of
British and Irish citizenship, guaranteed in the Agreement, could be undermined by any curtailment on the
freedom of movement of UK citizens to European Union countries, including the Republic of Ireland. An
analysis of these issues and more is found in another article in this edition of Just News.

Lastly, the referendum result may pose a threat to the Human Rights Act, which incorporates the European
Convention on Human Rights into UK law. The referendum result does not have any direct impact on the
Human Rights Act and even if the UK eventually leaves the European Union, this will have no automatic
consequence for the UK’s membership of the European Convention on Human Rights as that is not part of
EU law. Furthermore, shortly before becoming Prime Minister, Theresa May, announced that she no longer
favoured the UK withdrawing from the Council of Europe and the European Convention on Human Rights,
and the UK government has yet to announce a timeline for consultation on any changes to the Human
Rights Act. As a result, it does not appear that the Human Rights Act is in immediate danger. However,
opposition to the Human Rights Acts remains among right-wing politicians, journalists and members of the
public in the UK, and is likely to have become emboldened by the referendum result. Therefore, over the
longer term, it seems likely that we may see renewed calls to repeal or amend the Act. We have already
detailed elsewhere (http://www.caj.org.uk/contents/1379) the huge range of threats that this prospect
makes to human rights protections on everything from the Agreement itself, through policing to dealing with
the past.

The Brexit process has already led to an increase in hostility towards minority groups within Northern
Ireland and the rest of the United Kingdom. Furthermore, as we have argued, as the process develops in
the coming years, it raises the potential of undermining the human rights in a wide range of areas, which
could negatively impact the lives of people across the whole of the United Kingdom. However, for us in
Northern Ireland, perhaps the most depressing outcome is that some basic elements of the peace
settlement are now thrown into doubt. CAJ’s priorities until now included pressing for the full
implementation of the rights guarantees in the Agreement, such as a Bill of Rights and Single Equality Act;
now we are forced to try and defend what we have. However, a step back can sometimes be the prelude to
a bigger move forward; we must work to ensure that people are mobilised to defend our existing human
rights protections and motivated to expand and entrench them.

Louise Mallinder, Chair of CAJ
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Leaving the EU must be lawful and constitutional
Readers of Just News may have seen in the press that CAJ has joined a potential legal case

focusing on the need for any exit from the European Union by the UK to be carried out in a lawful

and constitutional fashion. A number of politicians, individuals and NGOs have sent pre-action

correspondence to the UK Government. It should be stressed that this case is not about

challenging the result of the “Brexit” referendum but about the manner in which it should be

implemented. Below is a summary of the arguments.

The purpose of the correspondence is to put the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State for Northern
Ireland on notice that the applicants would apply for a judicial review if they fail to commit to complying with
the UK’s constitutional and legal obligations in deciding whether, when and how to trigger Article 50 of the
EU Treaty which lays down the mechanism for leaving.

CAJ’s standing in this matter is as an NGO dedicated to protecting human righs. The other applicants have
either political or particular interests which will be affected by Brexit. All, however, share a concern that the
process by which the UK government deals with the result of the Referendum:
• Complies with the basic principles of the UK Constitution including the Rule of Law
• Takes full account of the legal principle of parliamentary sovereignty
• Protects the unique constitutional status of Northern Ireland and the progress made towards a 

peaceful society
• Accords adequate weight to the democratic will of those in Northern Ireland who voted in the 

European Referendum and in the 1998 Referendum on the Belfast Good Friday Agreement
• Upholds EU law for as long as it remains effective in the UK
• Respects in full the obligations of the UK under international law, including the international law 

obligations incorporated in the Belfast Good Friday Agreement and
• Ensures the protection of the most vulnerable in our society in the process of leaving the EU.

The correspondence highlights five main legal obligations that must be satisfied before Article 50 can be
triggered. First, there is an obligation, based on the rule of law and Parliamentary sovereignty, that
Parliamentary legislation should first authorise Article 50 to be triggered. Second, there is a requirement,
based on constitutional convention, that legislation authorising Article 50, which will affect devolved matters
and the powers of the Assembly, must have the consent of the NI Assembly.

Third, even if legislation is not found to be necessary, domestic administrative law requirements must be
satisfied before the use of the Royal Prerogative (the power of the executive to act without legislation) to
trigger Article 50 is permissible, including considering all other reasonable alternatives. Fourth, the exercise
of the functions of the Northern Ireland Office in advising on the triggering of Article 50 must be subject to
an equality impact assessment under section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998.

Finally, triggering Article 50 must comply with EU law. Article 50 specifies that where a Member State
wishes to exit from the European Union, the notice must be given to the European Council in accordance
with the “constitutional requirements” of the Member State, and EU law also requires the giving of notice to
comply with the general principles of EU law, including compliance with fundamental rights. The scope of
these requirements is uncertain but each of the above issues engages central and problematic questions of
Northern Ireland constitutional law, its relationship with EU law and with international law.

Accordingly, the applicants have asked the Prime Minister to commit to the necessary action to comply with
these legal and constitutional requirements. Otherwise, they will move to seek leave for a judicial review of
the government’s actions or omissions. CAJ and its supporters are continuing to explore these and other
legal and constitutional issues as well as, in general, seeking ways in which our current protections for a
range of human rights can be maintained.
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The Border, racial profiling, Irish citizens

An issue which has been aired in the run up to and aftermath of the Brexit referendum has been the fate of
the land border on the island of Ireland. At a level of political rhetoric, the position of the Leave campaign
was somewhat confusing, majoring on a platform of ‘taking back control’ of UK borders whilst also
articulating that this would not lead to any border controls here. This article discusses this issue as well as
the related issues of the potential impacts on freedom of movement between Northern Ireland and Great
Britain, and the implications for the entitlements of Irish citizens, and others, in NI in general. 

All these issues are shaped by the unique constitutional position of NI set out in the Belfast/Good Friday
Agreement (GFA). In Article 1(vi) of the GFA treaty the British and Irish states recognised the birthrights of
‘the people of Northern Ireland’ to self-identify and be accepted as Irish or British (or both), and ‘accordingly’
the right to hold both British and Irish citizenship, a right which the GFA provides will “not be affected by any
future change in the status of Northern Ireland” (the status of which would be changed by BREXIT). The
preceding Article 1 (v) also provides that the power of the sovereign government with jurisdiction will be
exercised with ‘rigorous impartiality’ on behalf of all the people in the diversity of their identities and be
founded on full respect for economic, social and cultural, civil and political rights as well as ‘freedom from
discrimination for all citizens’. 

The arrangement that allows travel between the UK and Ireland without routine immigration control is
known as the Common Travel Area (CTA). Essentially the CTA is largely a passport-free-zone between the
UK and Ireland (and Isle of Man and Channel Islands – which are not in the EU). It is not as wide-reaching
as the Schengen area arrangement elsewhere in the EU that has abolished internal borders in lieu of a
single external border and has common rules and procedures for short stay visas and other matters. Save
for a decade-long period of suspension around WWII a form of CTA has existed since partition and was
maintained throughout the ‘Troubles’. The arrangement is however complex, changing and not copper-
fastened by any treaty or the (absent) NI Bill of Rights but rather is left to convention and legislative
reference. In the UK Section 1(3) of the Immigration Act 1971 provides that arrival in and departure from
the UK from elsewhere in the CTA cannot be subject to (passport) control.

The CTA pre-dates and is separate to EU freedom of movement, but its future is far from secure. As
recently as 2008 the then UK government sought to amend section 1(3) of the 1971 Act and end the CTA in
all but name. The amendment would have permitted full border controls, but this was not the then policy
intention given their cost and practical complexity. Rather the plan was to introduce ‘ad hoc’ checkpoints
targeting non British and Irish citizens on the border, whilst assurances were simultaneously given that
British and Irish citizens would still not have to carry passports. 

The move rang alarm bells at the NI Human Rights Commission about the risks of widespread racial
profiling (the form of racial discrimination where persons are singled out for scrutiny on the basis of skin
colour or other attributes). The Commission pointed out you cannot tell who is a British and Irish citizen by
looking at them and that the plans risked a situation whereby ethnic minorities north and south crossing the
border were to be forced to carry passports or face potential arrest and detention. The UK government also
planned to supplement the ‘ad hoc’ controls with similar arrangements on flights and ferries between NI and
Great Britain, a form of internal immigration control which alarmed unionists. The combination of both sets
of concerns led to the amendment being voted down in the House of Lords and retreated from entirely in
the context of opposition in the Commons. 

Since then the UK Border Force has nevertheless continued on an ad hoc basis to ask some passengers
coming to and from Great Britain for passports at NI ports and airports, despite having no statutory power
to do so. The issue was covered in a 2009 investigation report by the Human Rights Commission entitled
‘Our Hidden Borders’. A staggering 468 people accused of being irregular migrants were detained in
2014/15 in this way in NI.  Seemingly unsatisfied by this, UKIP’s then NI MLA David McNarry called for
troops with helicopter air support to be deployed to ‘make the border safe’.
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Before all of this Ireland had changed its own legislation and An Garda Síochána have undertaken their
own ‘ad hoc’ selective controls, including on the land border, with all the same implications regarding racial
profiling. In 2011 the two governments entered into a Memorandum of Understanding.

This document largely concerned visa decisions prior to external entry into the CTA, including data sharing
whereby persons could be refused entry to one jurisdiction on the basis of information from the other, an
alignment of visa-free countries in both jurisdictions, and a proposal for a Schengen-style mutually
recognised visitor visa. In 2014 the two governments announced a single British-Irish Visitor Visa scheme
would be taken forward to “facilitate nationals requiring a short-stay visa to travel freely within the Common

Travel Area using a single visa issued by either Ireland or the UK.”

Whilst international human rights standards generally permit border controls at the boundaries of a state,
human rights are engaged where there is racial discrimination or internal border controls impacting on
freedom of movement within a state (see for example Article 12, ICCPR). The complex constitutional
context of Northern Ireland in light of the CTA and the mutual recognition rights regarding Irish or British
citizenship, as well as the north-south and east-west arrangements under the GFA, provide an arguable
case that the right to freedom of movement should be considered as applying across the CTA. This issue is
also contextualised by the preferential arrangements Irish citizens have historically had in relation to the UK
(and vice versa), which has led to Irish citizens having rights to work, settle and vote in the UK, and British
citizens having a similar status in Ireland.  

How will all of this be affected by a BREXIT which leaves a situation whereby there is continued freedom of
movement for EU citizens to Ireland (which the Leave campaign have insisted will end for the UK)? It
appears unlikely that the UK at present, will have an appetite for full fixed controls across the land border
given both the costs and political implications. However, there may be some who wish for this outcome and
in the absence of a treaty or NI Bill of Rights underpinning the CTA all it takes is for agreement in
Westminster for such a change to be introduced. 

What may well happen is that the UK government, emboldened by political context and UK Parliament
even less sympathetic to migrant rights, revisits the 2008 proposals to legislate for ‘ad hoc’ checks, with all
the implications for racial discrimination that entails. NI-GB checks could also be revisited, and freedom of
movement within the CTA as a whole is far from guaranteed. 

There is a further question as to what extent future arrangements between the UK and an Irish state within
the EU will require customs controls. This is likely unless an arrangement can be reached between the UK
and EU. Customs controls, whilst undoubtedly disruptive are not strictly a human rights issue. It should be
noted however that customs officers and immigration officers are now part of the same agency, the two
disciplines having been put together within a unified UK Border Force.  Deploying such an agency on the
border with an immigration role, even whilst officially there for customs purposes, is likely to lead to mission
creep at the very least. It also remains to be seen how the ethos and accountability arrangements for the
UK Border Force can sit with the post-GFA policing architecture.  

There are broader questions regarding BREXIT and the rights of Irish citizens in NI. The vast majority of
persons born in NI are, or are entitled to be Irish citizens, and hence EU citizens. (The GFA led to a change
whereby persons born in NI were entitled to be Irish citizens rather than being automatically considered as
such under Irish law, as had previously been the case. The entitlement is exercised by doing something an
Irish citizen can do, usually applying for a passport). In 2004 in conflict with the text of the GFA this
entitlement was restricted to exclude some persons with migrant parents. 

contd on page 6...

and human rights post BREXIT
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The UK meanwhile did not change its legislation after the GFA and section 1(1) of the British Nationality Act
1981 still automatically grants British citizenship to persons born in NI (again with similar exemptions to
those of migrant parentage). 

This then gets complicated in a number of ways. Irish citizens born in NI (whether they realise it or not, and
regardless of which passport is held) are also British citizens (save in the uncommon event where a fee has
been paid to renounce British citizenship). As alluded to above, Irish citizens have had rights to settle in the
in the UK and related entitlements for some time. Nowadays, however some of this entitlement is on the
basis of exercising treaty rights as EU citizens. For example, the general criterion for full access to the NHS
is on the basis of being ‘ordinarily resident’, a concept usually more easily met by persons exercising EU
treaty rights - as is visitor access to the health service. A further example set out in an ILPA briefing paper

by Professor Bernard Ryan – an authority on the CTA -  is how an original provision of immigration
legislation that exempted Irish citizens only from only having leave to enter the UK for three months, was
amended in 2014 to instead apply the provision to all EEA nationals (including Irish citizens) exercising EU
treaty rights. 

In general, post-Brexit once the UK ceases to recognise and grant entitlements based on exercising EU-
treaty rights, and may move more to a system based on entitlements linked to British citizenship, the
current such rights granted to Irish and other EU citizens on that basis will be discontinued. At the one level
this does not affect Irish citizens who are also British citizens, as they will be able to rely on the latter (save
for the question of whether it is compatible with the GFA to oblige those who identify as Irish to have to rely
on British citizenship to access entitlements). However the practical impact is greater for all other Irish
citizens - would it really be compatible with the GFA that persons from Dublin and beyond no longer have
equal access to employment, and services as other Irish citizens in NI? The UK could legislate to ensure
the entitlements for Irish citizens across all of these matters are maintained, but if and until this is
undertaken it is not a given.

There are other entitlements vested in Irish citizens in NI that are
EU-derived and hence far more vulnerable to regression. For
example an Irish citizen living in the UK, including NI, should be
entitled to be joined by their non-Irish/British partner under EU
rules without having to subject themselves to the expense and
increasing inflexibility of the UK immigration regime. BREXIT
could not only regress this entitlement for those seeking to reside
in NI but also place those already here in an uncertain position. 

To conclude it is remiss not to mention that the post-Brexit environment has seen a marked increase in
racist violence. This has a particular danger in Northern Ireland given the involvement of paramilitaries in
far-right racist attacks. The implications for the CTA arrangements and the potential for already concerning
‘selective’ checks to be drastically increased and set up on a statutory basis risk the ascendency of racism
in a more institutionalised form. The enhancement of NI-GB de facto immigration controls as well as the
issue of racial profiling also impacts on freedom of movement, as arguably do such measures within the
CTA in the context of the complex constitutional arrangements evolving from the GFA. The GFA-rights of
Irish citizens in NI, and particularly the related rights of family members from elsewhere in the world, are
also far from secure. Human rights activists need to pay close attention to all of these matters as grappling
with these issues is only beginning. 
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Dear friends,

As the Brexit Referendum has come to a close, we would like to express our deepest sympathy and
solidarity in the wake of the violence and hatred that have fueled the campaign throughout the country,
stigmatising foreigners, refugees and leading to the tragic assassination of a good friend and ally, Jo Cox.
This result is also a tragic wake up call for the EU, which will now suffer the consequences of its own failure
to protect the rights and values on which it was founded and which we still believe in. 

It is still hard to predict what all the political consequences of this event will be. What happened in the UK is
the latest example of the rise of populism across Europe. One may fear that the results would nourish them
to push forward their nationalist and xenophobic agendas.

Our work becomes all the more important now. We will need to fight even harder to preserve those rights
and standards, in the UK and anywhere else in the EU.  We still believe that human rights standards,
solidarity and tolerance offer a solution to the crisis that European countries are facing.
We stand with you in solidarity at this difficult moment, and remain by your side in this fight.

My very best wishes,
Karim Lahidji and all the FIDH team. 

Dear editor,

Despite personally being an anti-Brexiteer, I was surprised to get a statement (both before and after the
referendum) from CAJ that was clearly anti-Brexit.  As opposed to other human rights activists who
engaged in the debate (see, for example RightsInfo’s statement before, and Liberty’s afterwards) there was
little recognition by CAJ that this was an inherently political dispute that needed careful handling.  

Obviously, the human rights ramifications of the vote should be brought to the attention of CAJ members
and others, but – as we discovered negotiating our way around the AIA in 1985 and the Good
Friday/Belfast Agreement in 1998 – one can say something useful and helpful without taking positions that
can all too easily be dismissed as politically partisan.  

Indeed in my view CAJ’s ability to influence human rights issues over its 35 year existence has been largely
thanks to our organisational skills in being political – in the sense of effecting change - without being or
appearing to be partisan. 

Maggie Beirne

Letters to the editor

At the time of going to press, we received the text of the Concluding Observations of the Committee

on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination on the UK (August 26th 2016) which included the

following comment:
‘The Committee is seriously concerned at the sharp increase in the number of racist hate crimes especially

in England, Wales and Northern Ireland in the weeks prior to and following the referendum on the

membership of the European Union held on 23 June 2016. In particular, the Committee is deeply concerned

that the referendum campaign was marked by divisive, anti-immigrant and xenophobic rhetoric, and that

many politicians and prominent political figures not only failed to condemn it, but also created and

entrenched prejudices, thereby emboldening individuals to carry out acts of intimidation and hate towards

ethnic or ethno-religious minority communities and people who are visibly different.’
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Civil Liberties Diary - June and July
3rd June

In a move heralded as ‘an historic
move towards equality,’, Health
Minister Michelle O’Neill has
overturned Northern Ireland’s
‘gay blood,’ ban; gay men in
Northern Ireland will now be
permitted to give blood 12
months after their last sexual
encounter with another man. The
policy will come into force
September 1st in order to allow
the Northern Ireland Blood
Transfusion service to make way
for the change.

14th June

Relatives of lawyer Pat Finucane
have expressed their
disappointment following the
adjournment on an appeal of a
ruling that David Cameron acted
lawfully in refusing to hold an
inquiry into his death. The appeal
was taken by Geraldine Finucane
after a judgement last year
acknowledged that the state had
failed to meet its human rights
obligations to investigate the
controversial killing but stopped
short of ordering the state to do
so publicly. The appeal was
postponed to November after
counsel for the Government
applied for Lord Justice Weir to
recuse himself on the basis that
he had endorsed a writ issued by
Mrs Finucane in a civil action
over her husband’s killing while a
barrister in the 1990s.  

23rd June

In a move hailed as a sign of long
awaited progress by
campaigners, Finance Minister
Máirtín Ó Muilleoir has asked
Stormont officials to begin work
on legislation to introduce same
sex marriage in Northern Ireland.
The most recent debate saw a

knife edge result with 53 MLAs
voting for a joint Sinn Fein/ SDLP
motion asking the Executive to
initiate legislation, versus 52
against. The vote, which was
nonetheless blocked by the DUP
using the petition of concern
mechanism, marks the fifth time
that the proposal has been rejected
by the Assembly.    

6th July

Campaign groups and survivors of
child sexual abuse at residential
homes in Northern Ireland have
called upon the Catholic Church in
Ireland to set aside money to
compensate victims. It is hoped
that the Historical Institutional
Abuse inquiry will recommend that
compensation be paid to sufferers
when it reports to the Executive in
January.    

14th July

The Assembly is to introduce an
online petitions service, whereby
the Executive will be required to
address issues raised in petitions
that receive a certain number of
signatures. The new facility brings
Stormont into line with
Westminster, Scotland and Wales,
where such systems already
operate.The mechanism will be
financed by the Assembly
Commission and introduced ‘in due
course,’ by Stormont’s Committee
on procedures. 

15th July 

Theresa May has appointed James
Brokenshire, who favoured Britain’s
continued membership of the E.U,
as Secretary of State for Northern
Ireland. He listed the protection of
its priorities post-Brexit, addressing
the legacy of the past and putting
the Executive’s finances on a
secure footing as among his
priorities.

18th July 

Developments in the wake of the
Brexit poll include, First Minister
Arlene Foster has dismissed calls
for a border poll, as well as the
prospect of Scottish
independence, stating
unequivocally that ‘the whole of
the U.K,’ would be leaving ‘the
institutions of the European Union,’
rather than Europe itself, following
the vote. The DUP leader stated
that she would focus on working
with Deputy First Minister Martin
McGuinness, who has expressed
frustration with regard to the
prospect of Northern Ireland being
‘dragged out of Europe,’ on
‘getting the best deal possible for
the people of Northern Ireland.’
Meanwhile, Fianna Fail leader
Michael Martin has suggested that
the convening of a cross-border
body different to the ‘all-Island
forum,’ idea that the First Minister
rejected, could go ahead with or
without the support of the DUP.

Compiled by Helen Byrne from

various newspapers


